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with��Craft Seasoning�are�
carefully�selected�and�cut�

into�a�superior shape�to�
create�the�perfect crunch!

Our�unique�chip�is��
delicately�cooked�and�

topped�with�a�blend�
of�craft�seasoning,��

delivering�a�fry�that�
doesn’t�cut�corners!

Product Code: 1000006514



What do customers want 
when it comes to the 

perfect fry?

Crispiness 97%
Crunchiness 93%

Coating / Seasoning 87%
Appearance & colour 83%

Fluffiness of the center 85%

Garlic, Black Pepper and 
Paprika all rated in the  

top 10 herbs & spice 
seasonings for fries  

by consumers.

Fries in a seasoned 
batter were rated in the 

Top 2 most preferred 
NEW fry options.

Quality of Fries is very 
important. 83% of 

consumers would order fries 
again from the same venue 
and 73% would go back to 

a venue with good fries.
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HOW DO CONSUMERS 
LIKE THEIR FRIES?

*Based  on McCain 2018 research study of 500 consumers



Why do
Craft Seasoning have 

the edge?

Edge on FLAVOUR:�Delicately coated in a 
signature blend of seasoning including paprika, 

black pepper and onion. 

Edge on TEXTURE:�Irresistible fluffy interior and 
shaped to edge perfection to provide a great crunch.

Edge on VALUE PROPOSITION:�Make your 
menu stand out in a crowded market by providing 

a real point of difference with a fry your customers 
will remember.

Edge on VERSATILITY:�Perfect as a side of plate, 
snack option with dips and sauces and even 

loaded with trending toppings!



WHAT DO CONSUMERS 
LOVE ABOUT MCCAIN 
EDGE CUT CRAFT 
SEASONING?*
Verbatim based on consumer sensory of 60 adults.

“Soft�filling�and�nice�potato�taste”

“Loved�the�colour,�taste,�cut�and�texture”

“I�really�liked�the�texture�and��
the�crispiness”

“Crispy�and�great�flavour”

“Love�the�crunch�of�the�fries�and��
the�flavour”

“Good�colour,�tastes�nice”

“I�liked�the�crispy�coating�on�the�fries”

“The�flavour�is�really�nice�and�the��
coating�is�very�appealing”

“Love�the�look�and�shape�of�the�fries”

“I�enjoyed�the�aroma,�the�flavour�and��
the�crispiness�of�the�fries”

“Flavour,�appearance,�texture,�
all�very�good”

“Love�the�crispness�of�the�coating”

“I�like�the�even�coating�and�overall��
appearance”

“The�outside�batter�is�crispy�and�light”

“Nice�good�balance�of�flavours”

“Consistency�of�colour�and�coverage��
of�chips”

“The�colour�was�good�and�they�were��
nice�and�crispy”

“I�like�the�shape�of�the�fries”



PRODUCT INFORMATION: 
Product Name: 

McCain Edge Cut Fries Craft Seasoning

Product Code: 1000006514

Carton Size: 6 x 2kg (12kg)

Carton Barcode: 19310174165145

Inner Poly Barcode: 9310174165148

Shelf Life Frozen: 24 Months from  
date of manufacture

Contact details:
 For more information, talk to your  

McCain Foodservice Representative  
or please call our National Sales Office:

NEW ZEALAND: Freecall 0800 858 511  
www.mcainfoodservice.co.nz

For more serving ideas, follow us on  
Instagram @mccainfoodservice

NUTRITION INFORMATION
SERVINGS PER PACKAGE: 20

SERVING SIZE: 100g

ENERGY
PROTEIN
FAT -TOTAL
 -SATURATED
CARBOHYDRATE
 -SUGARS
SODIUM

AVE QTY OVER PER SERVING

728kJ (174Cal)
2.4g
7.0g
0.6g

24.3g
LESS THAN 1.0g

300mg


